COMMENTS
MEASURING THE CHANCELLOR'S FOOT - MATRIMONIAL
PROPERTY LAW IN AUSTRALIA
BY JOHN H. WADE·

The High Court has recently decided an important case on the distribution
of property between divorced spouses under s· 79 of the Family Law Act
1975 (Cth). In Mallet v Mallet l a majority of three to two (Gibbs CJ,
Wilson and Dawson JJ; Mason and Deane JJ dissenting) determined that
the decision of the Full Court of the Family Court to divide the assets of
the divorced couple equally should be overturned, and the division effected
by the trial judge (Bell J) reinstated.
The facts of Mallet v Mallet were that the parties' marriage had lasted
for 29 years until its dissolution in 1979. There were three children of the
marriage who by the time of the hearing were 33, 32 and 20 years of age.
All the children were self supporting. Bell J described the history of the
marriage in the following way:
[This] was a marriage in which the parties originally suffered financial
difficulties but as a result of the hard work of the husband and his ability,
as well as to an extent the assistance of the wife to the husband, the parties
by 1974 found themselves in a much better financial position, and from about
1974 until the date of separation, both the parties lived at a very high standard.
The wife has had the responsibilities of looking after the children in their
formative years when the·parties were in straitened financial circumstances. 2
[The wife] has throughout her married life acted as a hostess, reared children
and generally assisted the husband by allowing him to have more time to
devote his obvious energetic endeavours in the management of the companies. 3

The assets accumulated by the parties were described and valued at the
date of the hearing as follows:
$240,662
Property jointly owned
Property owned solely by the husband (excluding
$261,077
his 26 shares in the family company)
Property owned solely by the wife (excluding her
$5,700
26 shares in the family company)
$86,996
Value of 26 shares owned by the husband
$86,996
Value of 26 shares owned by the wife
$681,431
Under the broad discretion contained in s 79 of the Family Law Act 1975
(Cth) the trial judge decided that the wife should receive one-half of the
• LLB, Dip Jur, LL M (Hons), Senior Lecturer University of Sydney.
1 (1984) FLC 95-507 (10 April 1984).
2 Ibid 79, 122; 79, 123.
3 Ibid 79, 120.
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value of the jointly owned property ($120,000), the value of the shares
registered in her name ($87,000) and 20% of the value of the property
owned solely by her husband ($53,000). Together with the car valued at
$5,700 already in the wife's possession this made a total of $265,000 for
the wife, or 39% of the accumulated assets.
The Full Court of the Family Court varied this distribution on appeal
so that the wife would receive $335,000 or 50% of the total accumulated
assets. The wife's appeal to the Full Court was successful on two grounds.
First, the method of valuation of the shares in the family company used
by the trial judge was based on the capitalisation of company profits. This
was much lower than a valuation based upon the assets backing the
company.
Although the Full Court agreed with the former method of valuation
they noted the value of the shares once transferred to the husband would
be much higher than that method suggested. This future capital growth
of share value was not given sufficient weight by the trial judge.
Secondly, the Full Court stated that the trial judge
... in this assessment appears to have given no real weight to the way in
which the assets of the parties were built uP. and the financial contribution
made by the wife particularly in the earlier period, her contribution as
a wife over 29 years of cohabitation and her care of the three children of the
marriage.

That is, they disagreed with Bell J on the weight that should be given to
the homemaker contribution by a wife in a long marriage.
The Full Court did not then resort to the mathematical calculations to
express either of these two factors, but rather fell back upon the notorious
""overall assessment" method to conclude that" "ajust and equitable result
would be to adopt the 50% figure overall".
The husband then appealed to the High Court successfully. By a majority
of three to two, the decision of Bell J was reinstated. The dissenters
(Mason and Deane JJ) were willing to dismiss the appeal and confirm the
50/50 division with a minor adjustment to ensure that the wife indemnified
the husband for a mortgage debt. These dissenting opinions rest upon the
grounds that the trial judge had not made adequate allowance for the
wife's direct financial contributions4 and more importantly, that the trial
judge's method of valuing the shares understated their real value to such
an extent that appellate intervention was justified.
What is the ratio decidendi of this case? It is rather elusive. Read
narrowly, the principle emerging from the majority judgments is predictable and orthodox. That is, the decision of the trial judge to award 39%
of the value of the accumulated assets was well within the ""range" or
""bracket" of orders which can be made, and have been made, under the
broad discretion contained in s 79. It is a standard ""business assets" case
where the entrepreneurial or workaholic spouse has received a higher
award than his/her homemaking partner for his/her enterprising skills in
4

Eg ibid 79, 121.
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the market-place. They are many reported cases which reach analogous
70%-30% or 60%-40% divisions of accumulated assets in favour of the
entrepreneurial spouse. 5
Accordingly as there was no clear error of legal principle or of fact, an
appeal court should not then substitute its discretionary judgment for that
.
of the trial judge. 6
Add to this narrow principle, the helpful comments by Mason and Deane
JJ on the alternative methods for valuing shares in family companies, and
Mallet's case rests with some ease amidst the precedents built up over
the last eight years concerning the application of s 79 of the Family Law
Act 1975 (Cth).
However, the judgments of the members of the High Court also contain
a generous number of obiter comments which will cause substantial disquiet amongst legal practitioners, registrars andjudges in the Family Court
and members of the public - particularly women. Some of these comments are conducive to both litigation and law reform. The case may
provide considerable impetus for the inquiry into matrimonial property
law presently being conducted by the Australian Law Reform Commission
under Professor David Hambly.
1 Qualifications on Equal Division
All five members of the High Court express either disapproval or reservations concerning a "principle", ~~presumption", ~~general counsel
of experience", ~'rule of thumb" or ~~starting point" which suggests that
any assets accumulated during the course of a long marriage prima facie
should be divided equally between a husband and wife. The strongest
statement'comes from Gibbs CJ as follows:
(T}le Parliament has not provided, expressly or by implication, that the
contribution of one party as a homemaker or parent and the financial contribution made by the other party are deemed to be equal, or that there should,
on divorce, either generally, or in certain circumstances, be an equal division
of property, or that equality of division should be the normal or prope.r ~~tarting
point for the exercise of the court's discretion. Even to say that in some
circumstances equality should be the normal starting point is to require the
courts to act on a presumption which is unauthorized by the legislation. The
respective values of the contributions made by the parties must depend entirely on the facts of the case and the nature of the final order made by the
court must result from a proper exercise of the wide discretionary power
5 Eg Aroney v Aroney (1979) FLC 90-709; W v W (1980) FLC 90-827; Matthews v Matthews
(1980) FLC 90-887; Albany v Albany (1980) FLC 90-905; Woolley v Woolley (No 2) (1981)
FLC 91-011 (wife awarded one-third of the value of husband's shares in architectural company); Anast v Anastopoulos (1982)FLC 91-201 (enterprising husband awarded 2/3 of
$323,000; wife's years of manual work worth 1/3); Mahon v Mahon (1982) FLC 91-242
(homemaker husband awarded 1/3 of the assets accumulated by his entrepreneurial wife);
Dupont v Dupont (No 3) (1981) FLC 91-103 (wife received $340,000 of the combined assets
of $864,500; that is, just less than 40%); Kelly v Kelly (No 2) (1981) FLC 91-108 (homemaker
wife received $350,000 of the total property and financial resources of the husband valued
at $1,481,000).
679,111; 79, 114per Gibbs CJ, citing Lovell v Lovell (1950) 81 CLR 513,519; 79, 125per
Wilson J, citing Australian Coal & Shale Employees' Federation v Commonwealth (1953)
94 CLR 621,627; 79, 118 per Mason J, citing inter alia House v The King (1936) 55 CLR
499, 504-505.
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whose nature I have discussed, unfettered by the application of supposed
rules for which the Family Law Act provides no warrant. 7

Such a liberation of discretion from precedent or primajacie principles,
if it occurred, would encourage litigation and forum shopping, discourage
settlement, reduce legal advice by lawyers and registrars to a stab in the
dark, and would further increase the suspicions of women's lobby groups
that s 79 results in capricious and unfair property adjustments. Moreover
if other jurisdictions provide any guidance for Australia, such unfettering
of judicial discretion would only lead to the emergence of Registrars' and
leading practitioners' rules of thumb which would then dominate the settlement of the vast majority of matrimonial property disputes. 8
The absolute liberation of the statutory discretion in s 79 from precedent
as is apparently advocated.by Gibbs CJ has been deprecated by the Scottish Law Commission inter alia in the following passages:
It seems to us that such a system [of unfettered discretion] does not go far
enough in the direction of principles and predictability. There is no acceptable
way of specifying how much weight should be given to the various factors,
some of which pull in opposite directions. The factors are so numerous and
so various that the discretion is likely in the end to be as wide as it would
be without the list. 9
The system [of unfettered discretion] encourages a process of haggling in
which one side makes an inflated claim and the other tries to beat it down.
A battle of nerves ensues, sometimes right up to the morning of the proof.
By that time it is known which judge will be dealing with the case, and this
may become a factor affecting last-minute and hurried negotiations. Such a
system does nothing to help the parties to arrange their affairs in a mature
and amicable way. It is calculated to increase animosity and bitterness. to

Apart from the comments by Gibbs CJ, more moderate reservations
about any presumption of equality are expressed by Mason, Deane and
Dawson JJ. For example, Mason J stated:
No doubt a conclusion in favour of equality of contr aution will be more
readily reached where the property in issue is the matrimonial home or superannuation benefits or pension entitlements and the marriage is of long
standing. 11

Deane J stated:
What that reference to equality [by the Full Court of the Family Court]
involves is the enunciation not of a legal principle or presumption but of a
general counsel of experience on the subject of what constitutes, in some
types of case, an appropriate starting point for the determination of the particular order which should be made in the particular circumstances of the
individual case. That general counsel of experience, derived from decisions
7

(1984) FLC 95-507; 79, 111.

8

Eg R H Mnookin & L Kornhauser, ""Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case

of Divorce" (1979) 88 Yale LJ 950; W B Baker, J Eekelaar, C Gibson & S Raikes, The
Matrimonial Jurisdiction of Registrars SSRC 1977; Scottish Law Commisson, Family Law:
Report on Aliment and Financial Provision No 67, 1981, esp para 3-37. Even a "'liberated"
judicial discretion may choose to follow rules of thumb in contested cases; eg Page v Page
(1981) 11 Fam L 149; Preston v Preston [1981] 3 WLR 619.
9 Scottish Law Commission, Family Law: Report on Aliment and Financial Provision
(1981) par 3-58.
10 Ibid para 3-37.
11 (1984) FLC 95-507; 79, 120.
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in previous cases involving questions of fact, is that, in cases involving a long
marriage where the parties have adopted the attitude that their marriage
constituted a practical union of both lives and property, the notion of equality
is likely to offer an acceptable and useful starting point at least as regards
those assets, such as the matrimonial home, ancillary possessions and savings
and investments for retirement, which are fairly to be seen as truly representing the fruits of a totality of efforts of wage earning, homemaking and
mutual support. 12

Dawson J commented:
No doubt [the approach of equal division] is appropriate in those cases where
the financial contribution of the husband does not extend beyond the provision
of the family home and the acquisition of savings to provide support for both
parties to the marriage in retirement. It may well be appropriate in other cases
where the husband's contribution extends beyond the matrimonial home and
any savings from earnings to the acquisition of property for commercial
purposes. There is no necessary distinction between the acquisition of a
matrimonial home or savings for retirement and the acquisition of other assets.
If the husband is freed to acquire the one he may equally be freed to acquire
the other. Indeed, the purchase of a matrimonial home may be avoided or
postponed in order to build up assets of a commercial nature. 13

That is, in certain kinds offact situations, a rule of thumb which espouses
equal division of what might be called "family assets" is appropriate. It
seems to this writer that these three statements repeat many analogous
propositions found in cases decided in the Family Court though sometimes
there the notion of equality of division is expressed as being applicable
to a wider range of family types than these three members of the High
Court are willing to concede. For example, in Dupont v Dupont (No 3),
Nygh J commented:
In situations where the assets of the parties consist mainly of the former
matrimonial home and savings from earnings, the oft cited principle in Wardman and Hudson (1978) FLC 90-466; (1978) 5 Fam. L.R. 889, that equality
is the most appropriate starting point, will usually be relevant. Adjustments
normally ranging 10% either way may be made having regard to the means
and responsibilities of the parties.
Where the assets of the parties include the proceeds of a business conducted
by one or both of the parties, there is no ready assumption that equality or
indeed any other proportion is appropriate: Aroney and Aroney (1979) FLC
90-709, at p. 78, 789; (1979) Fam. L.R. at p. 544. If the parties have been
partners in the business in the real sense, a half division may be appropriate.
If not, the wife may still have earned an interest in the business assets of the
husband by her support in the home alone: W. and W. (1980) FLC 90-872;
(1980) 6 Fam. L.R. 538. The degree of entitlement will depend on a number
offactors including not only the contributions of the parties direct or indirect,
but also the means and need of each of the parties both at present and in the
future. 14
Ibid 79, 129.
Ibid 79, 132.
14 Dupont v Dupont (No 3) (1981) FLC 91-103, 76, 765; see broader statements in Rolfe
v Rolfe (1979) FLC 90-629, 78, 273; Wardman v Hudson (1978) FLC 90-466,77,385; Crawford
v Crawford (1979) FLC 90-647, 78, 410, 78, 411; Pickard v Pickard (1981) FLC 91-034, 76,
314; 76, 315.
12

13
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Indeed Family Court judges have usually gone to pains to indicate first
that the starting point of equal division only applies in narrow (though
common) fact situations; and secondly it is always subject to the overriding
evaluation of the respective spousal contributions to the wealth and welfare of the family.I5 Even in Mallet's case itself, the Full Court of the
Family Court stated:
It is appropriate to point out again that there is no ·principle' in family law
that equality is equity. In the first instance with respect to sections such as
Sections 72 and 79 where the Court is given a discretion it cannot lay down
principles for to do so would be to fetter its own discretion. In the second
place the cases which refer to equality do not lay it down as a principle but
merely as a convenient starting point where the matter at issue involves a
long marriage.

Nevertheless, the High Court is apparently not reassured by these
words. All members of the High Court go to lengths to warn against the
principle being applied too readily to many varied fact situations, particularly the ~ ~business asset" cases; and against the ~ "principle" or "~counsel
of experience" towards equality becoming an arbitrary rule or dogmatic
response which displaces the statutory requirement under s 79 of evaluating past contributions.
If this is the correct interpretation of the caution coming from three
members of the High Court, then it is a welcome reminder.
2 The Homemaker Contribution
For those interested in women's legal rights, the comments of all the
members of the High Court are hardly reassuring. First of all the judges
disapprove of any universal starting point or presumption which would
give the homemaker spouse an equal share of assets accumulated during
the marriage. The homemaker's contribution to the wealth and welfare
of the family must be given Hsubstantial" weight - but how substantial
is ~~substantial" ifit is not 50%? The answer is thrown back to the virtually
unfettered discretion of the forty-eight predominantly male judges of the
Family Court of Australia and the West Australian Family Court. No
mathematical method is suggested to evaluate Mrs Mallet's twenty-nine
years of being full-time and overtime support staff to a dependent family
and absent hard-working husband. This response may lead to evidence
from time and motion studies of the work habits of males and females;
or of homemakers and ~~employed" spouses. Who works longer hours?
Whose work is more valuable to the family, and to society? Why do
workaholic male judges so readily give high status and rewards to workaholic divorcing males?
The position of many homemakers in isolated nuclear families may well
be reflected by the following advertisement:
Position Vacant: HOUSEWIFE
Applications are invited for the position of manager of a lively team of four
demanding individuals of differing needs and personalities. The successful
15 Zdravkovic v Zdravkovic (1982) FLC 91-220, 77, 207; Potthoff v Potthoff (1978) FLC
90-475,77, 446; Aroney v Aroney (1979) FLC 90-709, 78, 789; Dupont v Dupont (No 3) (1981)
FLC 91-103, 76, 765; Pickard v Pickard (1981) FLC 91-034, 76, 314.
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applicant will be required to perform and co-ordinate the following functions:
companion, counsellor, financial manager, buying officer, teacher, nurse,
chef, nutritionist, decorator, cleaner, driver, child care supervisor, social
secretary and recreation officer.
Qualifications: Applicants must have unlimited drive and the strongest sense
of responsibility if they are to succeed in this job. They must be independent
and self-motivated and be able to work in isolation and without supervision.
They must be skilled in the management of people of all ages. They must be
able to work under stress, for long periods of time if necessary. They must
have flexibility to perform a number of conflicting tasks at the one time
without tiring. They must have the adaptability to handle all new developments
in the life of the team, including emergencies and serious crises. They must
be able to communicate on a range of issues with people of all ages, including
public servants, school teachers, doctors, dentists, tradespeople, businesspeople, teenagers and children. They must be competent in the practical skills
listed above. They must be healthy, creative, active and outgoing, to encourage the physical and social development of the team members. They
must have imagination, sensitivity, warmth, love and understanding, since
they are responsible for the mental and emotional well-being of the team.
Hours of work: All waking hours and a 24-hour shift when necessary.
Pay: No salary or wage. Allowances by arrangement from time to time, with
the income earning member of the team. The successful applicant may be
required to hold a second job, in addition to the one advertised here.
Benefits: No guaranteed holidays. No guaranteed sick leave, maternity leave
or long service leave. No guaranteed life or accident insurance. No worker's
compensation. No superannuation. 16

Although the High Court may have successfully retarded a strong principle of equality, it has thereby re-opened intense questions of the relative
financial value of roles in the family.
Mason J suggests that a presumption of equality is arbitrary.17 On the
other hand, it may amount to the wisdom of Solomon given the complexity
and divisiveness which must accompany any searching examination of
the value of a homemaker's role.
Was the attention of the High Court drawn to the arguments in favour
of equality of division expressed for example by Glendon in the following
manner?
It is difficult to defend [equal division of property accumulated by a couple
during their marriage] as a rule of fairness, given that the economic or other
contributions of persons associated in marriage are never precisely equal. But
given what isjust as true - that no human judge can ever ascertain or quantify
the true contributions of each spouse - the equal division of acquests commends itself as a rule of convenience without substantial demerit. It has the
additional advantage of automatically linking the scope of property-sharing
to the duration of the marriage. It avoids the unpredictability of leaving
property division to judicial discretion, thereby exposing the fortune or future
of the parties to the vagaries and expense of the adversary process, the
competence of counsel, and the luck of the judicial draw.... Equal division
of acquests would also discourage, to a large extent, that rehashing of the
history of the marriage which is invited by "guidelines" to judicial discretion.
Finally, it has the merit of serving as a framework for private ordering of the
16
17

NSW Women's Advisory Council, Occupation Housewife (1980) 1.
(1984) FLC 95-507; 79, 120.
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financial aspects of divorce by enabling the spouses to know what the likely
result will be if their affairs are settled by a judge. All in all, it is a sensible
acknowledgement of the limits of law. 18

Secondly, the judgments in Mallet's case make no mention of a vital
and widely debated issue for homemakers. This is the problem that even
equality of division often does not appear to result in equality of economic
result. How should the courts attempt to balance the lost and gained
earning capacities of the respective spouses? Marriage not only leads to
the acquisition of assets, but also to the loss of assets - namely the
homemaker's earning capacity, job skills and professional contacts.
Accordingly, even equal division of tangible property like houses, cars,
businesses and superannuation expectancies often does not result in
--equality". The male often walks away from the marriage with an array
of marketable skills and job contacts which have been built up while the
homemaker spouse has progressively lost those same assets. Is it a case
of caveat emptor?
No mention is made in Mallet's case of the career Mrs Mallet gave up,
and the economic success she might have had, while working on the
homefront. 19
Thirdly, and perhaps most disturbing of all, is the suggestion of Wilson
J that when placing a monetary value on the role of homemaker that
fo fo [t]he quality of the contribution made by a wife as home maker or parent
may vary enormously, from the inadequate to the adequate to the exceptionally good. She may be an admirable housewife in every way or she
may fulfil little more than the minimum requirements. "20
Although this comment may be true, the legal implications it blithely
introduces are staggering. First, on what criteria is a homemaker or parent
fofoinadequate", fofoadequate" or fo-exceptionally good"? No doubt the easy
examples of gross wastage of assets, child abuse, repetitive drunkenness,
and unexplained absenteeism can be identified and agreed upon by most
people as fofoinadequate". That small category probably leaves at least a
remaining 98% of broken families where the meaning of an fo foinadequate"
and fofoadequate" homemaker and parent involves profound and contentious value judgments. In the context of evaluating parenting, Robert
Mnookin has commented:
Deciding what is best for a child poses a question no less ultimate than the
purposes and values of life itself. Should the judge be primarily concerned
with the child's happiness? Or with the child's spiritual and religious training?
Should the judge be concerned with the economic 'productivity' of the child
when he grows up? Are the primary values of life in warm, interpersonal
relationships, or in discipline and self-sacrific'e? Is stability and security for
a child more desirable than intellectual stimulation? These questions could
be elaborated endlessly. And yet, where is the judge to look for the set of
M A Glendon, The New Family and the New Property (1981) 63-64.
For references to some of the cases and literature on balancing the losses and gains of
earning power, see M A Glendon, The New Family and the New Property (1981); E S
Beninger & J W Smith, ~~Career Opportunity Cost: A Factor in Spousal Support Determination" (1982) 16 Family LQ 201; G H Raggis, BProfessional Goodwill and Professional
Licences as Property Subject to Distribution upon Dissolution of Marriage", (1982) 16
Family LQ 147.
20 (1984) FLC 95-507; 79, 126.
18

19
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values that should inform the choice of what is best for the child? Normally,
the custody statutes do not themselves give content or relative weights to the
pertinent values. And if the judge looks to society at large, he finds neither
a clear consensus as to the best child rearing strategies nor an appropriate
heirarchy of ultimate values. 21

Other questions naturally arise which complicate allegations of inadequacy against a homemaking spouse. To what extent did the employed
spouse contribute to the Hinadequacy" by absenteeism, workaholism,
criticism, exhaustion at home, and by requiring his family to move with
him to better job prospects? To what extent were the .... inadequacies"
known about and even seen as strengths prior to the marriage? To what
extent is retrospectively Hinadequate" spousal behaviour excused by encouragement, consent or acquiescence by the marital partner (and/or his
relatives and friends)?
And obviously, the knife of inadequacy can cut two ways. If women
are to be rated on a scale from incompetent to adequate to excellent then
how do their husbands rate? As a parent - how much time and energy
did the huband devote on a daily average to talking to, listening to and
playing with his children? Three minutes a day? Ten minutes a day? It
is arguable that quality time only results from quantity time. As an assistant
on the homefront to what extent did the husband undertake tasks of
shopping, washing, ironing, cooking, attending school and community
organizations etcetera? As an income earner - how much richer could
the family have been if the husband had only worked harder, taken a
second job and been more aggressively ambitious?
The measure of adequacy obviously depends upon what standard one
begins with. And it is a trite observation to repeat that standards of male
and female behaviour in marriage are a matter of constant debate in many
cultural corners, including within the legal profession itself.
Apart from the value judgments so clearly introduced by Wilson J these
comments also have serious evidentiary consequences, and a propensity
for destroying conciliation prospects.· One of the early questions legal
practitioners will ask their clients is to list in detail every inadequacy of
his/her partner around the home throughout the history of the marriage.
Marriage counsellors will be aghast at this process which effectively opens
real or contrived grievances without emphasising the positive aspects of
the failed marriage. These details of alleged ....inadequacies" will then be
set out in semi-public affidavits in lurid and exaggerated fashion and then
be delivered like a time-bomb to the estranged partner. Estrangement will
then be complete and trench warfare will follow.
The obiter comments of members of the High Court on the role of
homemakers and parents are, in this writer's opinion, disappointing. Presumably these issues were not clearly presented for the consideration of
the Court. They indicate little or no awareness of the vast legal literature
on the problems of placing a monetary value on that role; nor of the
economic loss of earning capacity attached to that role; nor of the worldwide debate on methods of controlling judicial discretion over matrimonial
21 R H Mnookin, "Child Custody Adjudication: Judicial functions in the Face of Indeterminacy" (1975) 39 Law & Contemporary Problems 226,260-261.
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property;22 nor of the recent movement of family law in western democracies including Australia to control the legal relevance of allegations of
moral or matrimonial I,4,fault" or ~~inadequacy""; nor of the effect which
the obiter comments of High Court judges have on the contents of exaggerated and destructive affidavits; nor of the sensitive perspective of
homemakers and parents whose worth and relevance has already been
subject to malignment in some circles and platitudes in others for two
decades. Their Honours may have considered these matters; but their
judgments do not reveal such consideration.

The Relevance of Legal Title
Three members of the High Court raise the possibility that the positioning of legal title during marriage may be relevant to how property
should be divided upon marriage breakdown under s 79 (Wilson; Mason
and Dawson JJ). Accordingly one relevant fact in support of the trial
judge's conclusion was that he divided the property that happened to be
jointly owned into equal shares; and he divided the property that happened
to be in the name of the husband in favour of the husband.
.
That is, a ~ ~ starting point" or "presumption" or '~principle" of equality
did appear to have some weight in relation to those assets which were
fortuitously registered injoint names, or jointly owned under the principles
of law or equity.
This suggestion reflects the oft-cited comments of the Full Court of the
Family Court in Wardman v Hudson:
It appears to us that in relation to ajointly owned property of parties whose
marriage has broken down or in respect of a property which has been acquired
jointly by such parties as a result of their joint contributions over a significant
period of time that at least a proper starting point is that the property upon
dissolution of the marriage and the resolution of the financial issues between
them ought to be treated as jointly owned and ought in ordinary circumstances
to be divided equally between them. This we consider is at .least a strong
prima facie position. 23

and in Potthoff v Potthoff:
... where a court under the Family Law Act is dealing with jointly owned
assets or assets which are acquired or built up by the joint efforts of the
parties in a marriage which has lasted for a number of years, equality is, in
my view, at least the proper starting point. One should then look to the
22 The volumes of reported litigation in other jurisdictions make it clear that legislative
reform provides no panacea for defining the boundaries ofjudicial discretion over matrimonial
property. Eg in Canada, A McClean, ~'Matrimonial Property - Canadian Common Law
Style" (1981) U of Toronto LJ 363~ in USA, S J Brake, HEquitable Distribtion vs. Fixed
Rules: Marital Property Reform and the Uniform Marital Property Act" (1982) 23 Boston
College LR 761; in Australia, I McCall, "Dissolving the Economic Partnership of Marriage"
(1982) 14 Uni of West Aust LR 365; in Scotland, Scottish Law Commission, Family Law:
Report on Aliment and Financial Provision No 67, 1981; in England, R Deech, "Financial
Relief: The Retreat from Precedent and Principle" (1982) 98 LQR 621~ in New Zealand,
A H Angelo and W R Atkin, "A Conceptual and Structural Overview of the Matrimonial
Property Act 1976" (1977) 7 NZUL Rev 237; and generally M A Glendon, New Family and
New Property (1981).
23 (1978) FLC 90-466; 77, 384 (Italics added).
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particular circumstances of the individual case to see whether a change from
that position is in all the circumstances justified. 24

These comments raise an interesting tension. The discretion to adjust
property rights under s 79 of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth) (and under
its predecessor s 86 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1959 (Cth» emerged
in relation to the unfair and unchanging rules of law and equity. The
placement of legal title upon assets accumulated during a marriage was
indeed often a matter of chance, custom or occasionally conscious exploitation by a stronger partner. Accordingly, any revival of a principle
that the position of legal title is relevant to the final adjustment of accumulated assets should be embraced with some caution. Employed males
may draw the implication that apart from the matrimonial home, as few
assets as possible should be registered in joint names with their wives.
This would give the tactical advantage that in relation to jointly owned
assets, the onus of proving other than equal distribution falls on the party
who wants such an order. Conversely, the onus of proving equal division
(or any division) of solely owned assets falls on the party who is not the
legal owner. That is, the status quo of legal title could give both security
and tactical advantage.
It is submitted that courts should be reluctant to encourage such a state
of affairs which puts a premium on chance or deceit. As the High Court
has been at pains to point out in another context, no presumptions or rules
of thumb arise under s 79 - division of accumulated property is based
upon past contributions, not the position of legal or equitable title between
the spouses particularly if title is in the name of one party alone.
3 Conclusion on Mallet's case
It is submitted that Mallet's case will not affect the vast majority of
substantive orders being made under s 79; nor will it affect the principles
under which the vast majority of cases are being settled. It will be restricted
to its narrow ratio decidendi. However the decision of the High Court
will affect the form of words used by Family Court judges who will presumably make it even clearer than before that their decisions under s 79
are based on weighing the evidence of past contributions, not upon presumptions of equality (or any other presumptions). Moreover, although
trial judges will be able to use non-mathematical ~~overall assessments"
of what is a fair division of property, the Full Court of the Family Court
will have to resort more often to precise mathematical approaches in order
to find errors of fact or a failure to give sufficient weight to a particular
factor by the trial judge.
. Nevertheless, for those with sufficient money (or bitterness) to litigate,
Mallet's case provides an incentive to forum shop around Australia for
a judge of the Family Court with known and sympathetic views (subject
to considerations of convenience of the forum under s 45 of the Family
Law Act 1975 (Cth»; or to delay settlement until the identity of the trial
judge is known. It further provides an incentive to submit complex and
mud-slinging evidence about the "adequacy" of the homemaking
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performances of both spouses. And finally it provides an arguably avoidable incentive to attempt legislative reform of matrimonial property law
in Australia.

